5 WAYS TO MAKE THE MOST OF
YOUR POS SYSTEM
A point-of-sale system is an invaluable tool for running a modern
restaurant. From its most basic
function of taking orders rapidly
and accurately, to its highest utility
of providing crucial insights into
sales and labor data, these hightech devices do nearly everything
outside of cooking the food and
preparing the drinks.
Unfortunately, operators sometimes
fail to maximize the many features
of their POS systems. Others even
purchase the wrong one — devices
ill-suited to the environment in
which they’re used, or unable to
deliver the level of performance a
specific operation requires.
To alleviate both problems, here are
five basic ways restaurant operators
can get the most out of their POS
systems, from deciding which to
purchase to choosing how you use
it.
1. Purchase a durable, high quality device.
The old saying goes: “You get
what you pay for,” but that doesn’t
always mean an expensive POS
system is guaranteed to be the
best for your operation. An expensive system might be loaded with
unnecessary features or software
licensing and maintenance fees
which add costs.
Second, since the average operator uses the same POS system an
average of seven years, durability

should be high on your list. Not all
devices are equal when it comes to
their ability to endure the abuse of a
restaurant environment, especially
a seaside restaurant where exposure
to sun and salt water can ruin some
POS hardware.
“We had terminals that survived
exposure to the rain and wind of
Hurricane Sandy,” says Ron Chan,
director of marketing (now retired)
at Posiflex USA, a POS manufacturer in Hayward, California.
“We’ve had others that booted up
after they were found in the rubble
of a restaurant fire. It’s safe to say
they certainly can take the normal
abuse of a restaurant environment.”

2. Purchase a POS platform
that’s flexible and scalable.
Rather than buying either a stationary POS terminal or a mobile-only
tablet, consider one that functions
in multiple capacities. “We refer
to our line of POS hardware as the
omni-terminal,” Chan says. The
definition of “omni-channel” is how
businesses use a variety of channels
to match how a customer wants
to be served: via online, pickup,
delivery, smartphone, kiosk or table
service. The same omni concept applies to Posiflex having an “omniterminal” POS line. No matter what
POS hardware hospitality requires,
Posiflex has the form factor to –

adapt — terminals, tablets, kiosks,
mini-PC or small footprint all-inones.
An example of flexibility is when
fitted with a pistol grip, the Posiflex
MT tablet transforms from a tablet
to a barcode reader, and then into a
traditional terminal when adding a
docking station with its integrated
printer.
3. Get a POS which is EMV
(Europay, MasterCard and Visa)
compliant.
As more chip-equipped credit cards
are released into the marketplace,
Chan says restaurant operators are
wise to purchase equipment which
is EMV compliant. He says while
operators are concerned about the
cost of EMV compliance, the added
protection from card chargebacks
more than offsets those costs. It also
gives customers a heightened sense
of card security, he says.
“In high-end restaurants where a
dinner tab can be $100 to $300 dollars, you’re seeing EMV employed
there because of the potential
chargeback costs involved,” Chan
says. “But at smaller restaurants
where the average ticket is $10 to
$15, owners sometimes say they’ll
take the risk of having to ‘eat’ a
chargeback.”
4. Let your POS analyze your
business.
Too often the features of good POS
systems are underutilized, especially their sales and labor analysis

tools. POS systems can track and
analyze traffic patterns, customer
buying behavior, loyalty programs,
inventory requirements, employee
productivity (table turns, etc.), addon sales, and compare all that data
to historical trends. Chan says when
Annie’s Café moved from a paper
system to a POS system, owners used it to analyze its servers’
upselling success and saw how they
could motivate them to do more.
“They could see the difference in
real dollars,” Chan says, adding that
the system also supplied servers
with suggestive selling tips. “They
also were able to push the most
profitable things using those analytics.” That data even led owners
to improve sales forecasts and set
more accurate kitchen prep pars to
avoid running out or preparing too
much.
5. Let your POS highlight your
most profitable items.
With such rich sales, inventory
and cost data collected by a POS
system, operators can use it as a
tool to guide their business dynamically. Costs of goods change and
lead margins to shrink or widen, so
the POS can be programmed to flag
potential losses or added profit potential. Armed with such real-time
knowledge, operators can adjust
menu items on the fly and use valuable data to cost out future menus.

The five-store Asian-fusion chain
was preparing itself for growth,
but knew it would struggle without
achieving system uniformity in
terms of its numbers management.
So it sought help from Posiflex to
take a big picture look at its entire
company.
“They got really frustrated because
with the system they had; they
couldn’t do any analytics — the
books, inventory, sales — to look
at the whole business,” Chan says.
“The POS helped it all become one
business rather than five separate
units.”
The ability to do whole business
analysis, especially for chains, Chan
says, is the real power of a wellutilized POS system.
“When you can use all that data to
build the story for one restaurant or
100, you’re getting a lot of value
out of your system,” he says. “Yes,
they’re great for taking orders. Yes,
they help with inventory and labor.
But until you make all those components work together, you’re not
getting the clearest picture of your
business.”

“This has been particularly effective
at a small chain in California called
9021Pho,” Chan says.
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